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Augmented Communication: The Effect of Digital Devices on Face-to-Face InteractionsPalgrave Pivot, 2019

	This book explores the ways in which handheld networked devices can be used to enhance and augment interpersonal communication. The author examines in depth how the addition of visual and multimodal input, access to online search engines and the inclusion of participants from distant geographical locations (either synchronously or...
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Rudolph's PediatricsMcGraw-Hill, 2002


	
		The 21st edition of Rudolph's Pediatrics continues a tradition of evolving and adapting to changes in pediatric medicine. Originally published in 1897 as Diseases of Infancy and Childhood,...
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Handbook of Pattern Recognition and Computer VisionWorld Scientific Publishing, 2005
Dedicated to the memory of the late Professor King Sun Fu (1930-1985), the handbook series, with first edition (1993), second edition (1999) and third edition (2005), provides a comprehensive, concise and balanced coverage of the progress and achievements in the field of pattern recognition and computer vision in the last twenty years. This is a...
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Introduction to Fluid MechanicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	Fox & McDonald provide a balanced and comprehensive approach to fluid mechanics that arms readers with proven problem-solving methodology! The authors show how to develop an orderly plan to solve problems: starting from basic equations, then clearly stating assumptions, and finally, relating results to expected physical behavior. This new...
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High Commitment High Performance: How to Build A Resilient Organization for Sustained AdvantageJossey-Bass, 2009

	"In these economic times this book is more important than ever. A must-read for the leaders of today and tomorrow."


	Douglas R. Conant, president and chief executive officer, Campbell Soup Company


	Praise for High Commitment, High Performance


	"It is seldom that I read a book about leadership and...
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Space-Time Processing for MIMO CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Driven by the desire to boost the quality of service of wireless systems closer to that afforded by wireline systems, space-time processing for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wireless communications research has drawn remarkable interest in recent years. Exciting theoretical advances have been complemented by rapid transition of research...
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Pro Android GamesApress, 2009
Do you remember landmark games like Wolfenstein 3D, Doom, and Asteroids? Well, here’s an exciting opportunity to build and/or port these games to one of the hottest mobile and netbooks platforms today: Google’s Android.

Pro Android  Games teaches you how to build cool games like Space Blaster and...
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Quantum Cryptography and Secret-Key DistillationCambridge University Press, 2006


	This book aims at giving an introduction to the principles and techniques

	of quantum cryptography, including secret-key distillation, as well as some

	more advanced topics. As quantum cryptography is now becoming a practical

	reality with products available commercially, it is important to focus not

	only on the theory of quantum...
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Practical Guide to Fedora and Red Hat Enterprise Linux, A (5th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010


Praise for Previous Editions of A Practical Guide to Fedora™ and Red Hat® Enterprise Linux®

  

 

“Since I’m in an educational environment, I found the content of Sobell’s book...
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European Founders at WorkApress, 2012

	In European Founders at Work, several of the top European startup founders are interviewed to explain their respective paths to building a successful company. It builds on the same format as the original Founders at Work, but showcases the differences between building a successful company in Europe versus the...
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Mobile Satellite Communications: Principles and TrendsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Demand for Mobile Satellite Service (MSS) is on the increase, with a huge surge of interest in mobile communications in recent years and high-paced advancements in the supporting system architectures, devices and applications. This thoroughly revised and updated book provides a comprehensive guide to the MSS technologies and emerging trends....
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Life Matters : Creating a Dynamic Balance of Work, Family, Time & MoneyMcGraw-Hill, 2003
In their groundbreaking book Life Matters, Roger and Rebecca Merrill  affirm that the key is proactively creating a dynamic, synergistic life balance  between work, family, time, and money. Many believe that you can either have a  balanced life at home or you can be highly productive at work, but you can’t do  both. The Merrills...
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